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That brief moment when ideas become as clear as day; that is where this thesis hopes to start. This thesis sets out to question the role of drawing in current studio education in architecture and whether new hybrid approaches can work with or unsettle the digital hegemony for the benefit of 21st century architecture. As the mind works to draw out its own creations into “real space”, it also seems to understand its capacity to create feelings, thought, movement and gesture, all poetically expanded through millions of minute details. However, when the mind is rendering, the hand is flustered, lacking the tools to construct all at once. Forms can become nothing but a fleeting memory. Is this a fair reflection on the current use of drawing in studio culture in architecture school? Can drawing help us to creatively keep up with the mind and improve our architectural production, by both analogue and digital methods? With physical, tactile means of iteration can we enrich our architectural content? How can redrawing drawings help inform the new spaces around us, how can we re-think drawing to keep up with the mind’s complex musings along with society’s rapid changes in media techniques.
PROLOGUE

In the winter of 2016 I began a new semester of my 2nd year of my Bachelor’s degree at Carleton University. What I had learned prior to my entry at the university was that the Azrieli School of Architecture and Urbanism at Carleton was known for supporting the traditional practice of hand drawing and hand craft in the early years of the program and would gradually lean towards digital formats in the later years. I was excited yet frustrated at how slow and tedious hand drawing and drafting was in my studio and design-focused courses. My peers were taught by professors who had already converted their students toward digital means of designing (using programs such as Revit, Rhinoceros and AutoCAD) which were briefly explained in the previous semester. To my surprise my professor had other plans for our studio; he told us that our projects this year were to be strictly hand drafted and rendered. To this I felt a sense of yearning and a lack of confidence as I feared that I would be trailing behind other students. I would ask my professor the reasons why he was so adamant to keep us from moving forward with our designs through digital software rather than by hand rendering. To this, they replied “Don’t be so eager; you’ll have plenty of time to use digital software in the future. Your whole career in architecture as a discipline will revolve around a computer; relax and enjoy it.” I didn’t understand what he meant by this but I was not overly excited. It wasn’t because I was not good at drawing by hand; my lines were crisp, and my rendering skills were experienced. I had been told I had a good hand. Yet I wanted to learn more quickly. I wanted to be quicker. But now, as a graduate student working on this thesis I look back to this interaction with my professor with some regret. How naïve I was and how ungrateful I was to have a professor remind me that architecture isn’t always about efficiency, and to keep me grounded in the art of architecture. This thesis is in part a retelling of the few words from my professor, who knew, from years of experience in the field, not to lose sight of designing as thoughtful discovery. I realize now in a digitally dominated field that pushing the digital too soon can cause major flaws in an architecture student’s fundamental ideals of knowledge and exploration. I also recognize that an expression of architecture should not solely rely on digital nor analogue drawing. This thesis will approach the studio culture of drawing with a new light and a hopeful optimism for the formation of a new hybrid.
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The design studio – in its current configuration – has become disassociated (to a certain extent) with the act of drawing. School and pedagogy have pushed out the use and applications of drawing. This raises the possibility that the rudimentary skills, conventions, and understanding of why we draw the way we do have been diminished (or cut out entirely).

Why is the art of ‘hand-drawing’ still taught in early courses if its techniques can so easily be mimicked by computer technology? What are the repercussions of the digital taking over the student’s hand within two years of school? How has drawing shifted to a new form of communication, one with instant

**3 STAGES OF DRAWING**

The design studio – in its current configuration – has become disassociated (to a certain extent) with the act of drawing. School and pedagogy have pushed out the use and applications of drawing. This raises the possibility that the rudimentary skills, conventions, and understanding of why we draw the way we do have been diminished (or cut out entirely).

Why is the art of ‘hand-drawing’ still taught in early courses if its techniques can so easily be mimicked by computer technology? What are the repercussions of the digital taking over the student’s hand within two years of school? How has drawing shifted to a new form of communication, one with instant
results and immediate digital gratification? Has computation enhanced, adapted, or digressed from the fundamental roots (tones of drawing) in order to evolve? Can we ask more of drawing now than the nature of lines? According to architects Matthew Austin and Gavin Perrin described in Design Future, Drawing The Glitch, drawings have “fundamentally shifted from being about abstractions of abstractions to nothing more nor less than the mapping of three- or four-dimensional relations in two”.

Today, what a ‘line-weight’ is meant to show has, ironically, no weight to students anymore. Drawing is not taught as a tactile exploratory technique, but rather, is understood as a visual effect, by virtue of a mouse “click”.

1. Matthew and Perrin, Gavin, “Drawing The Glitch”, pg. 10
I have learned through my studies in architecture that different types of drawings correlate to different parts of discovery much as urban designer and architect Matthew Frederick identifies in his section: ‘Three levels of knowing’, presented in his book 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School. Where Fredrick references simplicity, complexity, and informed simplicity, similar attributes can be applied with minor variation, to modes of drawing in architecture.

As a sequence of discovery and understanding:

Simplicity relates to Concept; Complexity relates to Process; and Informed Simplicity relates to Proposal.

**CONCEPT**

**PROCESS**

**PROPOSAL**
What is a drawing but a means of reconciliation between observation, memory, and contemplation? Meditative drawing allows for thoughtful resolution of that which we discover with that which we remember. The process in architecture, as in art and design, begins with a sketch – an idea, a momentary thought, or a memory. Drawing isn’t simply a pictorial and aesthetic production it is also the expression of an idea – an expression of oneself making sense of the world and an expression of one’s perception.

Much like individual leaves in a folio, each drawing creates moments within a continuous narrative. “With Drawing in Mind” proposes that the act of drawing is conceived and defined based the author’s own terms, loosely aligned with the three states of drawing, presented as a series of four folios; each characterizing what drawing in architecture means or demonstrates as a process of bringing forth.
Folio I

Simplicity: like the views of a child, is defined as being engaged in one’s own experiences and unaware of what lies beneath the surface of immediate reality. *Informs (ambiguity)

Complexity: is being aware of complex underlying systems in nature and society but unable to identify or connect patterns.

Informed Simplicity: is the awareness of both; an enlightened reality where one is able to create and clarify patterns within complex forms.

These three stages of drawing do not necessarily transpire in a linear sequence, nor stop at any point but rather take form sporadically and thus can freely alternate from one stage to another.
The Concept Drawing: is characterized as simplified immediate representation, the form of which can be interpreted in a variety of ways to further stimulate discovery. At its core, while concept drawings may be communicated to others, the first point of contact is one of recording the author’s memories. The act of remembering and reconnecting with past moments, fictional or not, starts there.
The Process Drawing: captures an action based on an awareness of the systems that propel the concept forward. Process deals with the continuous iterations of drawing, re-drawing, and reworking ideas, forms, and concepts. Reforming the drawn speculations that were constructed at the outset of the process allows for an evolution of ideas as they undergo revision and re-envisioning. These drawing edits or additions create further explorations. A process of editing multiple drawings and formal explorations allows for the combining, dividing, and reconciliation of multiple ideas into one representation.
The Proposal Drawing: these drawings may, on occasion, illustrate the processes of thought and the evolution of the formal representation.

The drawing’s rhetoric aims to combine both process and concepts with the use of legible conventions. At this stage, drawings communicate forms as well as the underlying patterns that connect them. Further, the process of discovery and the refinement of forms are revealed in a more complete or refined representation.

These 3 stages of drawing do not necessarily transpire in a linear sequence, nor stop at any particular point. Rather, drawings take form sporadically and in an alternating fashion and may evolve by freely moving from one state to another.
This illustration maps out the areas within an apartment (a domestic space) which are used for creative activities. The make-shift domestic spaces and their connections seek to capture the school’s studio atmosphere. This drawing shows a sequence of residential spaces beginning at the foyer, and extending to the entrance to the kitchen, and the living room. Although the apartment feels more homely it does not hold the inspiring atmosphere found in a communal studio occupied by friends and colleagues.
NARRATIVE

Visual narratives in drawings communicate forms as well as the underlying patterns that connect them. Sequencing is used to bring the viewer into the story of the project as well as the logic of its spatial connections. Similarly, narratives, associated with dialogue or storytelling, also engage the viewer/reader as inhabitants of the proposed architecture (as seen in Folio 5).

DRAWING HOME 1

The building is home... it is a studio... it is drawing... in the mind. Cuts in the building are drawn as layers that expose the building's spaces and structural logic. Spatial cuts also capture the layering of ideas and the author's interpretation of potential inhabitations. Revealed in these cuts, some parts are fully rendered and have continued to grow, showing age, maturity and texture – others have faded away beneath the layers of graphite.
The term figurative implies the representation of all that we see and know based on an author’s interpretation utilizing a form or technique that can be experienced by others. However, the term is more than that – it may also refer to architectural conventions and patterns.

**DRAWING HOME 2**

The Plan shows an imagined, twisting spatial relationship – a sort of spiral tower – that connects two distinguishable spaces: the den/bedroom on top of the spiral staircase and the studio space with a balcony. *Note: Both rooms promote dreaming and I feel that these spaces, in particular, are important to a creative and productive mind.*
DEFORMATION

Deformation is an action that captures the desire to play; the shifting, moving, and removing of forms within the act of drawing stimulates curiosity and promotes experimentation.

DRAWING HOME 3

This spatial vignette captures the author’s mind-space demonstrating his ideas and method of execution. The sphere opens to reveal a window framing a view that peers into the mind. Yet, the imagination’s free reign is nonetheless tethered to the ground by cables revealing the tension between the sphere of the mind and the ground of reality. As the idea becomes reality a meandering path of wooden planks anchors the composition to its horizon.
SCALE & FRAME

Scale and frame work simultaneously as drawing parameters. The appeal of both lies in their ability to cut off and create a distinction between space and form and between detail and overview. Interest in redrawing is created due to scale's infinite re-sizing and frame's infinite positioning.

DRAWING HOME 4

Out of all the drawings, this piece is the closest representation of reality. It is a drawing of a threshold between mundane parts of the house, represented multiple times throughout the composition. The sketches are projections of reality through which the artist draws his experiences.
AMBIGUITY & SPECULATIVE

Ambiguity in representation and the state of not knowing creates curiosity in the viewer and promotes individual interpretation. Further, this creates a desire to speculate on meaning and to rationalize interpretations in the realm of often controversial public opinion.

DRAWING HOME 5

This composition – though the most abstract of the pieces – is the most sincere in its representation. It shows a section through the author’s home through semiotic abstraction. Forms and shapes depict spatial conditions and meaningful objects such as the author’s kitchen stove, to the armchair he sits in; these all add to the detail and complexity of his imagination.
DISCOVERY

The discovery of new ideas for a drawing sparks a fire in the mind. Inspiration comes from the qualities and tones of other places, things, and their representations. Re-drawing accentuates this reaction by tracing the process of identifying elements and the discovery of the next steps.

FOLIO II

Why do we still read books? Designing a bookstore is a reminder that there is a certain value provided by the uniquely physical presence of books and their delivery of narratives and the exploration of ideas. When it comes to drawing, like a book, their tactility grounds us in the present. This Thesis proposes that, similarly, physical drawings and models anchor our experience.
STUDIO 3

figure 22: Illustration - "Hybrid Sketches On Syllabus"
Showing process of tactile development through multiple iterations of an architectural proposal using the architecture as a set for multiple interacting narratives of individuals.
Lev Manovich lends a distinct perception to drawing “… in the absence of new and more precise categories we still use figuration/abstraction (or realism/abstraction) as the default basic visual and mental filter through which we process all images which surround us.” Additionally, the way that drawing and models are created suggests a relationship to speculative making in both 2D and 3D.

Manovich, “Abstraction and Complexity”, pg 2
While drawings may be observed (read) by others the first point of contact is to that of self-reflection and personal memory. The purpose of remembering and reconnecting with a moment, fictional or not, starts there, with the act of drawing. With drawing in mind.

When exhibited, the physical tactility of a drawing is presented for public experience. Explored are the qualities of drawings that encourage us to re-draw and “re-imagine” our experiences for the first, second, and however many times thereafter.

“...the excess of form is... saying that there are things that occur in the making of a piece that don’t fit within a single medium, that won’t be contained in a single narrative, that want to move in multiple directions at once.” - William Kentridge

Utilizing multiple mediums for a single narrative foregoes the need to finish a drawing or a model. Many ideas can be expressed in a congruent medium, as an expression of form-making and a record of the drawing process itself.

3 Kentridge and Morris, “That Which Is Not Drawn”, pg 7
The complexity of mediums and the possible incongruity of techniques resemble those in an over-saturated book – overly complex, compacted with notes and ideas – where plot points are never resolved and the reader is lost in undecipherable contexts. This overt complexity unintentionally dilutes the story. Similarly, the drawing can lose its intended message under obscuring layers. But it does not have to be.

The hassle from where memory and drawings create new drawing, interpretations of itself, not entirely accurate to the first of those drawings but now more in relations to them, possibly a relation in form, or a relation in feeling, the drawing isn’t the same but its quality remains. If architecture is resilient, has teaching architecture and drawing become resistant? I believe the last place that can still keep drawing’s intent is the architectural studio. Due to the detachment to a project and the lack of experimentation if it means a slower outcome.
ATTENTIVE HAND
(RETHINKING THE BOOKSTORE)

The studio is a place where the freedom of experimentation and exploration is not met with resistance from the realities or practicalities of the world. Where drawings can openly discover new concepts or raise questions about the world, it is a discursive studio environment that promotes exploration and does not submit to imposed restrictions or limiting constrictions.

In an interview, Mario Carpo says that “… ideally, an anecdote is a silly story that conceals and conveys some deeper meaning. We remember stories more easily than we remember abstract concepts, so storytelling is a common mnemonic device. Unless one is a mathematician, of course... mathematicians use equations. That’s shorter and more effective. But I am not a mathematician, so I don’t.”

Howard and Marjonavic, “Drawing Ambience”, pgs 34

49
Figure 36: Site Photo - "Our Lady School".

Note: Each photo expresses a certain feeling that was translated into words.
This thesis revisits an earlier project from an undergraduate studio course. By doing so, the thesis project benefits from a conceptual distance that requires a critical position as well as the reliance on memory and the recollection of past experiences. Specifically, the importance of this earlier studio is an awakened appreciation for its process and methodology which benefited from a direct and intimate connection between making, designing, and drawing.
Programmatically, the return to the “Bookstore” project presents a poetic symmetry in the author’s arc of learning. Remembering the central questions surrounding a physical book repository represents a return to questions of tactility and immediacy of both book-reading and hand-drawing. Connecting experience to ideas through the meditative process of drawing (and reading) are central themes of this thesis.
The love of drawing and the daily exercises using hand media promotes the refinement of techniques and representational strategies. One discovers drawing as much as one learns to draw. An image that is unknown until drawn emerges through a process of trial and error. From intuition and through analysis, a drawing process emerges. A personal strategy of representation, interpretation, and speculation.

Drawing processes which this thesis supports are highly experimental. Drawing fragments, juxtaposed layers, and interconnections provide the content as well as the expression of the drawing’s process.

The process, in turn, relies on reconciliation. The numerous fragments (both physical and from memories) are juxtaposed and carefully edited and/or rendered to achieve the desired results.
As previously stated, the drawing aims to communicate. Through the exploration of a drawing’s lines and forms, a viewer can be a willing participant in the conversation as they seek a dialogue with the author. It is here that drawings have their conditions, limits, and boundaries. The author frames the relationship with their audience and stands back to ensure that the representation reaches out to them. (With drawing in mind, withdrawing in mind.)
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
(REMOVING AN ARCHITECTURE OF DISCOVERY)
Showing process of tactile development through multiple iterations of an architectural proposal using architecture as a set of multiple interacting narratives of different individuals. The narrative process of producing models and drawings creates a story and a plotline that envisions the set; the site through which they are ‘sighted’.

Four drawings become characters in the story. The Plot follows a homeless person interacting and connecting with three other strangers. This is located in a rebuilt two-storey L-shaped building with a public courtyard. The proposed building has been named “Food for Thought” and houses a soup kitchen on the main floor and a book store/makeshift braille printing press.

The design is established as a place of reflection on the fading means of traditions, practices, and the conversations that come with them. This is due to the history of the building’s existing façade and the vacant church which has now all been re-purposed. This is meant to create a dialogue; tactility through materials, books, and drawings – all pressed into one forgotten corner of the city.
Figure 42: Model - "Food For Thought Model v.1".

Figure 43: Model - "Food For Thought Model v.2".

Figure 44: Model - "Food For Thought Model v.3".

Figure 45: Model - "Food For Thought Model v.4".

Figure 46: Model - "Food For Thought Model v.5".

Figure 47: Drawing - "Food For Thought Drawing v.1".

Figure 48: Drawing - "Food For Thought Drawing v.2".

Figure 49: Drawing - "Food For Thought Drawing v.3".
Homeless person

He believes that the building is his house and that the people cooking, cleaning, and wandering in his house are his housekeepers, servants, and guests. Though delusional and possibly inebriated, he still finds common ground to hold a conversation with the other characters in his make-believe home.
In his home in the Byward market the homeless man wakes up from his sleep. He drinks the water by his bedside and tries to piece together his dreams. Though trying to remember is hopeless and the dream is slowly forgotten.
12:00 pm
The homeless man walks over to his kitchen where his ‘housekeeper’ is making lunch for him. He waits for his food while patiently watching the housekeeper through the window, trying to see what is for lunch.

Figure 61: Model - “Food For Thought Model v.1” - Lucid Dream.

Figure 62: Model - “Food For Thought Model v.2” - Dream.

Figure 63: Model - “Food For Thought Model v.2” - Dream.

Figure 64: Model on Drawing - “Food For Thought Illustration” - Dreams.

Figure 65: Model - “Food For Thought Model v.4” - Kitchen Windows.
1:00 pm

After lunch, the homeless man walks up the stairs to his study to re-read one of his favorite books.
4:00pm

A blind man strikes up a conversation with the homeless man as he is going through braille books. They discuss with nostalgia the book in hand. They both share the joy of discovering and looking for a book by its feel. The act of re-reading always offers the promise of new discoveries within the same book.
The Student

The student is loosely autobiographical – a character writing and drawing a thesis. He is an architecture student in his second year at the University of Ottawa, working part-time at a soup kitchen downtown. His professor wanted him to read a book called “That Which Is Not Drawn” by William Kentridge. He was also instructed to take pictures of different bookstores as inspiration for his studio project; designing a bookstore.

He is the type of person who is obsessive and plans his day out accordingly. Thus he is always on a strict schedule but gets caught up at the book store drawing there till close. Unfortunately, he could not get enough work done; there were no computer stations for him to use.
11:30 am
The uOttawa student washes dishes and gets ready for the lunch rush at the Byward Market soup kitchen "Food for Thought".

12:10 pm
The student notices the homeless man watching him prepare food.

12:30 pm
Someone serves the blind man lunch.
3:30 pm

The student walks into the bookstore to take pictures and asks the bookstore owner if she had a copy of "That Which Is Not Drawn". They both talk about why the student wants to read the book and not the digital version. The student explains that he couldn't find it online and if he has to pay for the e-book he might as well buy the physical copy. He planned on staying in the bookstore to do some research on his laptop but ends up leaving because there are no electrical outlets near the tables.

4:15 pm

Before he leaves he draws a quick sketch of an interesting moment between two people having a conversation in the bookstore.
Leaving the bookstore, he offers the homeless man a job at the soup kitchen.
The student addresses the idea of mise en place in his conversation with the homeless man. The idea of “everything in its place” and “putting in place” is juxtaposed with the homeless person’s personal fictional space, a mise en scène.
The Blind Man
Losing his sight never bothered him. He was never hindered by his disability nor was he sad to see his sight go. He has learned to live without his sight by keeping within the known boundaries of his neighborhood; yet he still tries to branch out little by little each day. He is an older gentleman who seeks meaningful conversations with many people. He was told that the new soup kitchen “Food For Thought” was serving food to the community and decided to drop by for lunch. This gave him an additional reason to come by his favourite book store.

He returns to the book store every now and then to request new books in braille. The owner is quite happy to accommodate him letting him use the braille printer and binding machines.

12:25 pm
Wandering the streets of Murray and Cumberland Street in the Byward market the blind man taps on the windows of the soup kitchen, feeling the warm glass as the sun catches it and the old brick crumbles as his fingers brush against them. As he moves forward he bumps into the homeless man. It is an accident.
12:30 pm
He eats his meal at the public picnic table under the tree in the courtyard and strikes up a conversation with the book store owner. They talk about wandering the city and being in a constant state of change. The book store owner finds change unsettling and prefers a more constant routine.

1:10 pm
They both walk up to the book store and he requests the new braille books. He also likes to wander around the bookstore feeling around the familiar shelves.
4:00 pm
After some reading, he wanders around the bookstore once more to find the same man he bumped into taking a nap in a recliner. He strikes up a conversation about not being able to read these books and the nostalgia of simply looking for the right book to read.
The Book Store Owner
The book store owner longs to expand her bookstore to accommodate more people and wishes that people would connect with books the way she does. She daydreams all day due to the lack of foot traffic in her shop but enjoys the peace and quiet. She writes in her journal about the people she sees through the windows of her shop but only gets to interact with if they enter the book store. The book store owner is proud to be the only local place where they can print and bind braille books – an increasingly rare and expensive venture. She knows that braille has been slowly phased out of publication productions, replaced, in part by popular audiobooks. Yet she still hangs on to her bookstore with hope.
8:00 am
On her way to work, the Byward Market book store owner walks by the homeless person on Murray Street sleeping in his sleeping bag. She sets a bottle of water beside him.

11:00 am
She opens her store “Food for Thought” and writes about the people wandering the streets of Ottawa’s Byward Market. While writing about ideas and ways to expand her shop, she falls asleep and knocks her notebook off the counter.
12:15 pm
She leaves the shop to go for lunch downstairs. She sits at the picnic table in the courtyard and meets, by coincidence, the blind man having lunch. They talk as she makes a mental note of the blind man’s opinion and preferences about books.

1:10 pm
They both walk back into the bookstore. The book store owner goes to bind some of the new books that have been printed.
3:30 pm

She helps a student find “That Which Is Not Drawn” by William Kentridge and “101 Things I Learned In Architecture School” by Matthew Fredrick. As they talk, he makes another mental note of the blind man’s opinion about other books.

Bookstore Owner:
Bit of an odd request for this book, what’s so special about it?

Student:
Oh... it’s for school... my prof told me to read it

Bookstore Owner:
If it’s just for school why buy it when you could read it online?

Student:
Because I like to make marks.
The thesis research began with the intent to discuss and elaborate the importance of hand-drawing as a mode of representation as well as a tool for discovery.

While hand-drawing and a slow modality do indeed allow for contemplative imaginings, they also serve the processes of speculation on inhabitation through other modes of spatial discovery and design such as modeling. This is what is meant by “With Drawing”. As the process evolved, physical modelling would borrow from the drawings, while the drawings would continue to evolve and be revised to reflect discoveries made through physical drawing and modelling. This reciprocity was critical to the evolution of the formal architecture as well as for the discovery of settings for the events described in the narratives.
The creation of settings, borrowing from theatre, was hence termed the ‘Mise-en-Scène’ – the creation of a place for an event.

Further, the architecture benefitted from the creation of a series of changing scenes for temporally shifting events. These narrative events were carefully curated to support deliberate slow modes of inhabitation by the depicted characters while accommodating the multiple narratives within each scenario.

The design process for “With Drawing in Mind” allowed for the evolution of a project with no predetermined result. Rather, the open-ended, reciprocating process embraces discovery as an enigma – where being immersed in a world of the unknown supports the creation and representation of the realm of speculative discovery.
Figure 103.
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